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CSAs expanding operations after COVID-19 effect
By JONATHAN CRIBBS
Associate Editor

Ruth Linton said her farm, Highland
Orchards, is planting as much as it
can. The Wilmington, Del., fruit and
vegetable operation was flooded a year
ago with customers desperate for local
food as the pandemic emptied shelves
and made people skittish about indoor
crowds.
The farm’s CSA stands at about 400
members, up at least 20 percent.
“We just sort of go, ‘We’ll plant what
we can and go from there,’” said Linton,
the 6-acre farm’s co-owner.
Many CSA farmers across the region said they’re expanding as they prepare for the first spring planting season
since COVID-19 upended the global
food system, shuttering restaurants
and confining people to their homes.
Many say the virus brought a windfall
of new customers, most of whom have
remained.
The sudden change is pushing producers to plant more or give less to the
wholesale market as they work to meet
the swelling interest in local food. In
preparation, Linton said Highland has
erected several new high tunnels to
extend the farm’s growing season and

Carrie Vaughn, vegetable production manager at Clagett Farm in Upper Marlboro, Md., waters seeded oil inside a greenhouse
last week as the farm prepares for its upcoming CSA season. Clagett, like many CSA programs in the region, is lightly expanding
its operations to accommodate new customers who sought local food during the height of the pandemic.

See EFFECT

Photo by Jonathan Cribbs
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Your farm is your livelihood and should be protected by someone
you trust. As the #1 farm insurer,1 and your Farm Bureau’s official insurance
provider, we can help protect your farm, family, finances and future.
We provide:
• Over 90 years of experience in serving farmers
• Farm Certified insurance agents
• Financial solutions to help protect assets
and diversify investments

For your many sides, there’s Nationwide.®
insurance | investments | retirement

Let me know how I can help
protect your farm or ranch.
Aubrey Walker Jr
Rich Reilly Insurance Agency, LLC
3012494700
aubrey@reillyinsurancegroup.com
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Corn biologicals effective,
but knowledge important
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY
Managing Editor

Using biologicals in corn production
are effective but with much diversity in
the sector, growers need to know the
specifics about the product they are
using and what it does in the soil.
Agronomy specialists from the
University of Illinois Fred Below and
Connor Sible discussed the benefits and
possible pitfalls of using biologicals
such as growth regulators, beneficial
microbes and bio-stimulants in one of
this year’s Commodity Classic Learning Center sessions.
When it comes to managing corn for
high yields, biologicals are here to stay
but many growers need to know to use
them effectively.
“They’re going to be key management practices in our quest for high
yield but you better understand how
they work and what they do if you
want to have any clue of how to best
use them,” Below said.
Below called biologicals among
his “seven wonders of the corn yield
world” along with weather, nitrogen,
hybrid choice, previous crop, planting
population, and tillage practice.
Sible added using biologicals doesn’t
take the place of any other management
factor.
“You’ve got to have those other six
wonders set and then the seventh wonder of biologicals, that’s the next step.”

Below said decades of research has
resulted in average yield values for
each wonder and biologicals come in
at 10 bushels per acre in value.
It is however, the wonder with the
widest range in yield value and in some
scenarios, it can have a negative yield
effect.
The key is to apply at the optimum
level needed by the crop.
“You can decrease yield with plant
growth regulators if you use the wrong
one at the wrong rate at the wrong time,
He said. “This is a case where you
have to read the label and you have to
understand these things are going to act
differently in different weather and in
different environments.”
Yet, of the seven wonders, Below
said biologicals are the only one that
growers can use more than once and
get multiple yield benefits when used
properly.
Below said pushing for higher
yields coincides with plant population
increases, but plant root systems decrease as a result. He said from their
research, root systems decrease 2.5
percent for every 1,000 seeds per acre
of increased population. As that trend
continues, management changes are
warranted and biologicals will play a
role in maintaining crop health.
“Biologicals play a role in stress
See BIOLOGICALS
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CROPX SENSOR
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A NEW
3 TOWER OR MORE SYSTEM.

Innovative solutions to
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your fields’ productivity
season after season.
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crops and controlling your irrigation system with more precision
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Milford, DE 19963
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Use this as
your planter
‘pre-flight’
checklist

AMES, Iowa — Before heading to
the field this season, there are some
maintenance items on your planter that
you should consider addressing.
Some items can be done in the
off-season in the shop while others
should be addressed in your first field.
Follow this checklist to make sure
that your tractor and planter are in
optimum condition to give you a successful and stress-free spring.
Check that your technology
is up to date
Make sure displays and GPS receivers have a current activation and their
software is up to date. Some satellite
differential correction services expire
in 2021, making older GPS receivers
obsolete while others may need a software update.
Check with your dealer to be sure
your precision ag equipment is ready
See CHECKLIST
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Once it’s in the field, farmers are advised to set the planter in the ground and pull it forward a short distance to be sure the row
units are fully engaged in the ground.
Photo by Getty Images

What to do before
replanting a crop
As spring planting is soon upon
us, we want to remind you that most
corn and soybean policies do provide
replant coverage.
However, it’s important to
remember that once you have
replanted a field, it is too late to file a
claim. Replanting prior to receiving
consent will result in your claim
being denied.
If you find yourself needing to
replant your crops this year, here are
a few things to keep in mind:
Call Before You Replant
A claim must be filed and the
insurance company must be given
time to inspect the damage prior to
replanting the crop.
Self-Cert Replants
Our insurance providers offer
an expedited claim process for
replants that meet specific acreage
requirements.
Call your agent for details.
The requirements for self cert
changed in 2020. The maximum
acres allowed per unit was increased
from 50 to 100.

CREDIT
CORNER
By EMILY WALBERT
Crop Insurance Agent
MidAtlantic Farm Credit
An adjuster must be assigned to
review any unit with more than 100
acres being replanted.
Written Consent
The insurance company must
provide you with written consent
prior to releasing acreage for replant.
This includes crops that do not
provide replant payments.
Don’t jeopardize your coverage.
Make sure to contact your agent
right away when you have the first
idea that you may need to replant.
For more information,
visit FarmCreditCropInsurance.com.

Look for our annual ‘Ag Technology’
supplement in the March 23 issue!
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NASA data powering new USDA moisture portal
WASHINGTON — Farmers, researchers, meteorologists and others
now have access to high-resolution NASA data on soil moisture,
thanks to a new tool developed by USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics
Service in collaboration with NASA
and George Mason University.
The tool, Crop Condition and Soil
Moisture Analytics, provides access
to high-resolution data from NASA’s
Soil Moisture Active Passive mission
and the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer instrument in a
user-friendly format.
Soil moisture data are critical for
professionals in the agriculture and
natural resource sectors who use soil
moisture in tandem with other data
to plan crop planting, forecast yields,
monitor droughts or floods, and improve weather forecasts.
Crop-CASMA is available for free
online at https://cloud.csiss.gmu.edu/
Crop-CASMA/.
According to Rajat Bindlish, a
research associate in Earth science
remote sensing at NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Md., the tool provides more thorough
spatial coverage and consistency than
other soil moisture measurement
methods.
“Soil moisture is a very important
piece of information for agricultural
yield and productivity,” said Bindlish.
“This will provide a means of using
NASA remote sensing data to guide
predictions of moisture conditions
and water availability. Information on
the field conditions is important for
agricultural operations.”
Some of Crop-CASMA’s primary
users will be NASS researchers and
statisticians who release weekly Crop
Progress Reports that currently classify states into moisture categories (very
short, short, adequate, surplus) to aid
farmers and farm managers.
The reports also track crops’ health
and growing progress.
“USDA researchers and statisticians will incorporate the tool into
a range of applications,” said NASS
Spatial Analysis Research lead Rick
Mueller. “For example, Crop-CASMA
can help identify areas that could not
be planted because of wet, saturated,
frozen, excessively dry, or inaccessible fields resulting in improved
planted statistical acreage estimates.”
Mueller noted that in addition to
supporting agricultural operations,
Crop-CASMA will enable research
on sustainability and the impact of
extreme weather events.
“These satellite-derived vegetation
condition indices and soil moisture
condition maps show first-hand the
ever-changing landscape of U.S. agriculture,” he said.
The tool is formatted to be accessible to private users, including farmers,
researchers, and students, according to
Crop-CASMA project leader Zhengwei Yang, a USDA geographer and
co-investigator of the High-Resolution
Soil Moisture Development Project.
“We created an easy-to-use interface that requires little technical back-

ground to use,” said Yang. “There’s a
tool to select an area and create a map
you can save as a PDF, and you can
also download data from the web to
input into your model.”
This work was suppor ted by
NASA Applied Sciences’ Earth Science Division’s Western Water Applications Office (WWAO) and the
NASA Terrestrial Hydrology Program. WWAO’s mission is to improve
how water is managed in the arid
western United States, and the tool

is part of a portfolio of water projects
that use the power of remote sensing to
deliver new solutions on issues such as
drought, snowpack and water supplies.
“We know from our water partners
in the western United States that there
is a critical need for soil moisture
data,” said Indrani Graczyk, manager
of WWAO. “This project was a great
opportunity to partner with the USDA
to get NASA data directly into the
hands of farmers, and we were happy
to support it.”

SMAP data, the foundation for
Crop-CASMA, draw from the topsoil
and rootzone levels, or from the surface to roughly 3 feet underground.
Raw SMAP data have a roughly 20mile spatial resolution, meaning each
data “footprint” is about the size of
a county. The team also developed
a data analysis method to estimate a
higher-resolution soil moisture prodSee NASA
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nourishing earth for life

For better stands, healthier plants and
increased yields all at a cost savings, ask for the
Strong Start Program from Willard Agri-Service

Helping customers maximize yields and profitability is at the heart of Willard Agri-Service’s
mission statement. That’s why they developed the Strong Start Program, combining Willard Nutriblend™
or InFurrow™ Pop-up Fertilizers, Willard Biogrowth-NE nutrient enhancer, Ethos® XB insecticide/fungicide and
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Mt. Airy, MD, 240-446-4345
Frederick, MD, 240-446-1357

Marion, PA, 240-446-1356
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Turn compensation: A benefit of sprayer technology
By RYAN BERGMAN

(Editor’s note: Ryan Bergman
is a program coordinator in Ag
Technology at Iowa State University
focusing on precision agriculture,
big data, telematics, data analytics,
aerial imagery, and ag machinery
automation.)
Pulse width modulated (PWM)
sprayer nozzle technology has been
present in the ag industry for many
years.
These systems can maintain pressure as speed changes by adjusting
the duty cycle of the nozzle, allowing more or less product to flow out.
Many systems also offer individual nozzle section control, which can
reduce overapplication of product at
headlands and around field obstacles. Another key benefit of these
systems that is not often well understood is turn compensation.
As your sprayer turns around an
obstacle in a field — driving around
the edge of a waterway, for example
— the inside boom (closest to the
waterway) will travel significantly
slower than the outside edge of the
boom. Standard spray systems do
not account for these changes in
speed across the boom and product
will still be applied based on the
speed the chassis is traveling at.

Figure 1. Demonstration of spray coverage and application rate when using a
traditional sprayer setup (top half of circle) compared with utilizing a PWM spray
system with turn compensation (bottom half of circle).

On a sprayer with a large boom,
this can lead to problematic overand under-applications.
To illustrate this problem and the

The Local Farm Enterprise Food
Aggregation Grant Fund is now
accepting applications!
MARBIDCO’s Local Farm Enterprise Food Aggregation Grant Pilot
Program is available to make investments in food aggregation projects
to help grow and strengthen Maryland’s local food system, create
opportunities for small farmers to sell products to wholesale and
institutional markets and support a new procurement goal for State
agencies and universities to purchase at least 20 percent of their food
from Maryland Certified Local Farm Enterprises. Grants are available
to provide financial support for both small-scale farmer-led projects
and larger scale projects initiated by Maryland public sector
institutions that are ready to go by this fall.
A Small-Scale Farmer-Led Aggregation Project can receive a grant of
between $25,000 and $100,000. Applicants must include at least three
Certified Local Farm Enterprise farmers and provide at least a 10%
match of private funds in the project. A wholesale or institutional
buyer must provide a letter of support or commitment for the project.
A Large-Scale Public Institution Aggregation Project can receive a grant
of between $150,000 and $350,000. Applicants will be a public entity
(such as a county government, municipality, community college,
university, county school system or rural regional council). The
applicant would need to engage at least three Certified Local Farm
Enterprise farmers and provide at least a 10% match of funds in the
project.
Further information about the this program and others is available on
MARBIDCO’s website: www.marbidco.org, or by contacting our office
at (410) 267-6807 or email at info@marbidco.org.

benefits of PWM nozzle technology,
a self-propelled sprayer equipped
with a 120-foot boom was driven in
a circle applying blue dye in a water

carrier using a traditional spray
setup on half of the circle and using
PWM technology on the other half.
The inner circle is 40 feet in
diameter and would simulate driving around the tip of a 40-foot wide
waterway.
As shown in Figure 1, at left, the
top half of the circle was applied
with the sprayer operating in a traditional spray mode with no PWM
technology activated.
An overapplication by the inside
boom wing can be clearly seen, as it
was traveling at about 25 percent of
the targeted ground speed (2.5 miles
per hour) and applying nearly 40
gallons per acre. In the middle of the
sprayer path, the speed and rate were
on target at 10 miles per hour and 10
gallons per acre. On the outside of
the spray boom in the top half of the
circle, the application rate is slightly
under the target rate at about 6 gallons per acre.
This can be seen by the slightly
lighter coverage on the edge of the
circle. This is caused by the outside
of the boom traveling at about 17.5
miles per hour.
PWM technology with turn
compensation was turned on while
driving the bottom half of the circle.
See SPRAYER
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Commodity marketing
has its very own jargon
By JESSICA GROSKOPF
and CORY WALTERS

(Editor’s note: Jessica Groskopf
is an Extension educator and agricultural economist for University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. Cory Walters
is an associate professor and grain
marketing specialist in UNL’s Department of Agricultural Economics.)
Commodity marketing has its jargon. Common phrases you may hear
are “nearby,” “deferred,” “new crop,”
and “old crop” contract.
Before diving into these terms,
recall that a portion of the corn,
soybeans, and hard red winter wheat
cash price is traded on a futures
market, with the difference between
cash and futures being basis.
The existence of a futures market
allow multiple futures contracts for
the same commodity to be traded
simultaneously.
The number of futures contracts
traded at one time differs by commodity and is defined by the futures
market contract specifications.
Futures contracts are named by
the month and year that they expire.
Soybeans have seven contracts
per year expiring in January, March,
May, July, August, September and
November.

Corn and hard red winter wheat
trade five contracts per year expiring
in March, May, July, September and
December.
Corn, soybean and hard red
winter wheat futures contracts all
expire “on the business day prior the
15th day of the contract month,” this
date is also defined by the contract
specifications.
The delivery period for the grain
opens the first business day of the
contract expiration.
“Nearby”
When some say the “nearby”
contract, they indicate the contract
that is closest to expiration when the
statement was made.
For example, if it is Jan. 1, 2021,
the “nearby” contract for hard red
winter wheat is the March 2021
contract.
On March 15, 2021, the hard
red winter wheat “nearby” contract
changed to the May 2021 contract.
Grain buyers will not price grain
off of a futures contract in delivery
as there are risks associated with
trading a futures contract in delivery.
As a result, grain buyers will
“roll” their bids to the following futures contract before the beginning
See JARGON
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Economics of soil health evaluated for 100 farms
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK,
N.C. — Improving soil health can
help farmers build drought resilience,
increase nutrient availability, suppress
diseases, reduce erosion and nutrient
losses, and increase economic benefits
according to recent Soil Health Institute research.
“In addition to benefiting farmers and their land, many soil health
management systems also benefit
the broader environment by storing
soil carbon, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, and improving water
quality,” said Dr. Wayne Honeycutt,
president and CEO of the Soil Health
Institute.

“However, investing in soil health
is also a business decision, and information regarding the economic benefits of adopting soil health practices
was limited until the Institute’s recent
evaluation.”
To address this information gap,
Cargill and SHI partnered to assess
the economics of soil health management systems and provide farmers
with the economic information they
need when deciding whether to adopt
regenerative soil health systems.  
SHI researchers interviewed 100
farmers across nine states (Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and

Tennessee) who adopted soil health
systems to acquire production information such as tillage practices, nutrient management, pest management,
yield changes, and others.
Dr. Archie Flanders, SHI Agricultural Economist, then evaluated
the on-farm economics using partial
budget analysis.
A detailed description of the partial budget methodology used can
be found on the SHI website: https://
soilhealthinstitute.org/economics/.
In this approach, the costs and
benefits of a soil health system are
compared before and after adoption
of that system.

From the data collection and analysis across all 100 farms, SHI found
that soil health management systems:
• Increased net income for 85 percent of farmers growing corn and 88
percent of farmers growing soybean,
• Reduced the average cost to grow
corn by $24 per acre and soybean by
$17 per acre; and
• Increased net farm income by an
average of $52 per acre for corn and
$45 per acre for soybean.
“In addition, 97 percent of the
farmers we interviewed reported

DURHAM, N.C. — Duke University researchers have been studying
something that happens too slowly for
our eyes to see.
A team in biologist Philip Benfey’s
lab wanted to see how plant roots
burrow into the soil. So they set up
a camera on rice seeds sprouting in
clear gel, taking a new picture every
15 minutes for several days after germination.
When they played their footage
back at 15 frames per second, compressing 100 hours of growth into less

than a minute, they saw that rice roots
use a trick to gain their first foothold
in the soil: their growing tips make
corkscrew-like motions, waggling and
winding in a helical path.
By using their time-lapse footage,
along with a root-like robot to test
ideas, the researchers gained new
insights into how and why plant root
tips twirl as they grow.
The first clue came from something
else the team noticed: some roots can’t
do the corkscrew dance.
The culprit, they found, is a muta-

tion in a gene called HK1 that makes
them grow straight down, instead of
circling and meandering like other
roots do.
The team also noted that the mutant
roots grew twice as deep as normal
ones.
Which raised a question: “What
does the more typical spiraling tip
growth do for the plant?” said Isaiah
Taylor, a postdoctoral associate in
Benfey’s lab at Duke.
Winding movements in plants
were “a phenomenon that fascinated

Charles Darwin,” even 150 years ago,
Benfey said. In the case of shoots,
there’s an obvious utility: twining and
circling makes it easier to get a grip as
they climb towards the sunlight. But
how and why it happens in roots was
more of a mystery.
Sprouting seeds have a challenge,
the researchers say. If they’re to survive, the first tiny root that emerges
has to anchor the plant and probe

See ECONOMICS
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Duke researchers reveal hidden dance of plant roots

3818NRX
4631NRX
4320NRXS
4730NRXS
4501NRX

Double Stack Herbicide Tolerance
Glyphosate + Dicamba
Always follow the label and use only
approved formulations.
APPLICATOR CERTIFICATION
REQUIRED

3911XF
4641XFS
4811XFS
Triple Stack Herbicide Tolerance
Glyphosate + Dicamba + Glufosinate
Always follow the label and use only
approved formulations.
APPLICATOR CERTIFICATION
REQUIRED

See ROOTS
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4230GTLS
4530GTLS
4621GTL

Triple Stack Herbicide Tolerance
Glyphosate , Glufosinate, and some
HPPD Group 27 herbicides (not
currently labeled in all markets)
Always follow the label and use only
approved formulations.
NO applicator certification required.

Tidewater Seed LLC | www.tidewaterseed.com | 410.443.0840
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Corn kernels tweaked with DNA-editing techniques

COLD SPRING HARBOR, N.Y. —
Corn has changed over thousands of
years from weedy plants that make
ears with less than a dozen kernels to
the cobs packed with hundreds of juicy
kernels on farms today.
Powerful DNA-editing techniques
such as CRISPR can speed up that
process.
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Professor David Jackson and his postdoctoral fellow Lei Liu collaborated
with University of Massachusetts Amherst Associate Professor Madelaine
Bartlett to use this highly specific
technique to tinker with corn kernel
numbers. Jackson’s lab is one of the
first to apply CRISPR to corn’s very
complex genome.
DNA is divided into two parts: the
gene and the regulatory regions that
promote or suppress gene activity.
Jackson says:
“A lot of people were using CRISPR in a very simple sense just to disrupt genes completely, to knock out
the gene. But we came up with this
new idea to CRISPR the promoter
regions that turn the gene on. And
that is what gives this very interesting
result where we can get the variation
in traits that we need in agriculture.”
Jackson wanted to increase the
number of kernels per cob.
The corn kernel development pathway includes genes that promote stem

cell growth and differentiation into
distinct plant organs. Jackson and Liu
focused on CLEs, a family of genes
that act as a brake to stop stem cell
growth.
But the corn genome is complex.
The CLE family contains almost 50
related genes, with promoter regions
that vary from gene to gene. What

parts are most important for kernel
production? Liu says:
“So we basically randomly targeted
the promoter region: we have no idea
which part of the promoter is important. So probably the next step, we will
focus more on figuring out which part
of the promoter is critical.
And, then we probably will make

Jargon ...
Continued from Page 6

The Benefits to Rigidply Trusses:

•Trusses are True, Straight and Fit your building.
•Our Truss Designers and Registered Professional Engineers provide
assistance throughout your entire project.
•No Design Load reductions - ask for a 40 PSF load and get a 40 PSF load!
•Less bracing needed with our Trusses.
•Skilled Crane Truck Operators offer crane services with delivery.

717.866.6581
www.rigidply.com

701 E. Linden Street, Richland PA 17087

of the delivery period.
Often, the roll will take sometime
in the two weeks leading up to the
first day of delivery.
“Deferred”
A “deferred” contract describes
a contract that expires further in
the future. Most often, it is used in
context of the next contract.
Let’s assume it is June 1, 2021.
The “nearby” contract for corn is
July 202, while the first “deferred”
contract is September 2021.
It is important to remember that
multiple contracts are traded at
once and therefore “deferred” could
explain any contract that is trading for a commodity that is not the
“nearby”.
“New Crop”
The “new crop” contract refers
to the contract closest to expiration
during harvest. That means, for each
commodity, the “new crop” contract
is different.
For Nebraska corn, “new crop”
refers to the December contract; for
hard red winter wheat, it refers to the
July contract; and for soybeans, it
refers to the November contract.

our promoter CRISPR more efficient.
We can get a better allele which can
produce more grain yield or ear size.”
Cereal crops like corn are a major
source of food for humans and feed for
livestock. Jackson and Liu hope their
new CRISPR strategy will increase
crop yield per acre and make agriculture more sustainable.
For example, if it is Jan. 1, 2021,
the “new crop” contract for corn is
December 2021. For hard red winter
wheat, it is July 2021 and for soybeans, it is November 2021.
If the date is July 15, 2021, the
“new crop” contract for hard red
winter wheat changes to July 2022,
but corn remains December 2021,
and soybeans are still November
2021.
In the United States, the timing of
harvest varies.
For example, in the south, corn
harvest is earlier.
It is possible in some regions that
the September corn contract is considered “new crop” contract.
“Old Crop”
When someone uses the phrase
“old crop” contract, they are indicating the contract is being used to
price grain that has already been
harvested. For example, let’s assume
it is Jan. 1, 2021, and you are looking
at corn prices for the coming year.
Five futures contracts are being
traded for 2021: March, May, July,
September and December.
As discussed earlier, December is
considered the “New Crop” contract
for corn in Nebraska. March, May
and July 2021 contracts are considered “old crop contracts,” and they
are used to market corn harvested in
2020.

Look for our annual ‘Legacies’
supplement in the April 20 issue!
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Growmark’s platform offers interactive opportunities

BLOOMINGTON, Ill. — Growmark announced the launch of its
myFS Solution Center with multiple
tools that allow customers to interact
directly with their local FS Cooperatives across North America.
“Our approach is to meet the customer, wherever, however, and whenever they so choose,” said Keith Milburn, Growmark executive director
of digital strategy. “In the morning,
they may call to order fuel, in the afternoon, they may pick up seed, and
in the evening, they may be online

Biologicals ...
Continued from Page 2

relief in enhancing the nutrients to
the crop,” Below said. “All of these
interact with each other. So the challenge of high yield is to optimize each
of these wonders and their positive
interactions.”
Crop residue is “nature’s biological”
building soil organic matter, preventing
erosion, adding mineral nutrients and
feeding soil microbes.
Chopping crop residue makes its
nutrient value and associated biological
activity more available to the plant and
applying the right biological to residue
can hasten its breakdown even more.

approving product bookings or paying
invoices. Now they can do all of that
through myFS Solution Center. Yet
this is not about replacing our trusted
advisors out there. It’s about enhancing the customer experience.”
The platform also allows FS System team members to collaborate
directly and instantly with customers
on everything from order fulfillment
to product recommendations.
“The Growmark/FS System is
completely customer-centric, and this
platform allows us to build on that

unsurpassed customer experience
digitally,” said Jacob Crow, Growmark
IT portfolio manager. “myFS will
also allow us to help customers make
more informed and timely choices by
pushing out alerts on everything from
potential pest outbreaks to real-time
application and delivery status.”
More than 30 FS cooperatives
have launched myFS Solution Center
for customers, with the remaining
cooperatives gearing up for an early
2021 launch. The platform also allows
customers to send regular feedback,

which will be used to improve the
experience further in the coming
months. Growmark said many more
features will be added in the coming
months.
“The Growmark/FS System has
invested heavily in logistics and distribution in its 90-year history,” added
Milburn. “New digital products such
as myFS leverage that advantage over
our competitors to deliver a more efficient and customized experience for
customers to ultimately improve their
profitability.”

Sible said using biologicals in a systems approach can result in “additive
increase in grain yields.”
Sible discussed a case-study from
last year’s crop comparing a corn-soybean rotation with long-term continuous corn.
The continuous corn yield was 53
bushels less per acre than the rotation
yield. In trials with chopped residue,
an application of ammonium sulfate to
feed microbes and a biological, Extract
PBA, to speed up nutrient release from
residue.
The practices gained back, 8,3 and
9 bushels respectively.
“Overall, with a systems approach
we mitigated the continuous corn yield
penalty by 20 bushels,” he said.
Sible focused on beneficial microbes
and bio-stimulants noting each has

subcategories that are used for different
purposes. Under the microbes category, he said nitrogen stabilizers covert
atmospheric nitrogen to a plant available form. Phosphorus-solubilizing
microbes increase mineral phosphorus
and uptake by the plant.
Via seed innoculant, mycorrhizal
fungi extends the plant’s root system
to better access water and nutrients.
He said the source of the inoculum
can impact the efficacy so specific
fungi selection is important to work in
a grower’s particular system.
Under bio-stimulants, Sible said
enzymes, and specifically phosphatases, increase organic phosphorus
availability and aids its release from
crop residue.
Different phosphatases target different forms or organic phosphorus so like

mycorrhizal fungi, product selection
for its intended purpose is key.
Fulvic and humic acids feed soil
microbes and help keep phosphorus
available for plant uptake.
Marine extracts and sugars stimulate microbes and root growth as an
in-furrow treatment but in a foliar application, they have shown to mitigate
plant stress later in the season.
In the vast biological market, Sible
said there are a lot of options for growers, and while certain biologicals are
similar in type, each is unique and
it’s important to fully understand the
product to optimize its performance.
“It’s new, and its wild west of ag
and there’s a lot of opportunity both
for growers and academic researchers
to learn a lot about our systems,” Sible
said.

YOUR FULL SERVICE DEALER WITH QUALITY SALES, PARTS & SERVICE
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High-tunnel tomato growers offered reminders
By ROSE OGUTU
(Editor’s note: Rose Ogutu is a
horticulture specialist at Delaware
State University.)
DOVER, Del. — The cold months
are over and you are probably
thinking in terms of the major three
planting cycles for your high tunnels:
early spring, summer and early fall.
It is always a good idea to prevent
pathogens and insects from overwintering
Tomatoes still remain the number
one crop in high tunnels in Delaware.
Transplanting dates are approaching for growers who intend to hit the
early market.
Target the dates of transplanting
to be two to four weeks before field
planting.
The average last frost dates are
May 1-10.
Seeding dates are normally five
weeks prior to transplant dates.
Transplants need to be hardened off
before planting.
If you are into growing grafted
tomatoes, note that the grafting process will delay the seedling growth
for six to seven days, pushing your
start date even earlier.
Get in touch with your local Ex-

tension office for updates on varietal
trials and recommended varieties.
Local supplier of seedlings normally have great information and
can provide guidance on choice of
variety.
Varietal Selection
Your choice of variety is very
crucial.
Remember that the determinate
varieties (60 to 75 days to maturity) are best for a quick early crop
while indeterminate varieties produce all summer long.
Determinate varieties form bush
type plants that are more compact
than indeterminate ones and are
easier to support and contain.
They ripen over a concentrated
time period usually producing one or
two main harvests.
BHN 589, Primo Red, Scarlet Red
and Mountain Fresh Plus are popular
determinate varieties.
There exist hundreds of tomato
varieties in the market today. When
choosing wisely, consider, yields,
flavor, disease resistance and training needs.
A number of varieties bred for
greenhouse/high tunnel conditions
also perform well in the open field
See REMINDERS

Page 12

Rose Ogutu scouts an early tomato crop, BHN 589, in a high tunnel in Sussex County,
Del. The grower used additional protection from row covers.
Photo courtesy Delaware State University
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Sprayer ...
Continued from Page 6

As you compare the inner areas of
the circle to the middle and outside
areas, the spray coverage is significantly more uniform and is at the
target rate of 10 gallons per acre.
Although the differences in boom
speed still existed in the lower half
of the circle, the individually controlled PWM nozzles were able to
adjust their operating duty cycle to
account for the speed difference.
On the inside of the circle, the
nozzles were operating at around
20-percent duty cycle while the
outside of the circle nozzles operated
at nearly 100-percent duty cycle to

Roots ...
Continued from Page 7

downwards to suck up the water and
nutrients the plant needs to grow.
Which got them thinking: perhaps
in root tips this spiral growth is a
search strategy — a way to find the
best path forward, Taylor said.
In experiments performed in physics professor Daniel Goldman’s lab at
Georgia Tech, observations of normal
and mutant rice roots growing over a
perforated plastic plate revealed that
normal spiraling roots were three
times more likely to find a hole and
grow through to the other side.
Collaborators at Georgia Tech and
the University of California, Santa
Barbara built a soft pliable robot that
unfurls from its tip like a root and set it
loose in an obstacle course consisting
of unevenly spaced pegs.
To create the robot, the team took
two inflatable plastic tubes and nested
them inside each other. Changing the
air pressure pushed the soft inner tube
from the inside out, making the robot
elongate from the tip. Contracting
opposing pairs of artificial “muscles”

NASA ...
Continued from Page 5

uct using SMAP and land surface
data, giving users information at 1-kilometer (0.62-mile) resolution.
Having the data in finer resolution
allows users to more accurately pinpoint areas of high or low moisture,
Yang said.
“Our current reports are at the state
level,” Yang said. “One state may be
categorized on average as ‘wet,’ but
the whole state might not actually be
wet. These new data deliver localized
moisture readings – this is what matters to the farmer.”
Crop-CASMA was developed in
cooperation with the Center for Spatial
Information Science and Systems at
George Mason University, NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center and
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
JPL manages the SMAP mission for

achieve the higher flow needed.
These differences in rate could
be problematic from an agronomic
standpoint, particularly in fields with
significant curvature around field
borders, waterways, or terraces.
The concerns with under- or
over-application exist for many product applications including pesticides
and fertilizers.
If applying herbicides, the reduced outside rate could lead to
reduced efficacy while the higher
inside rate could cause crop damage.
PWM technology is one technology option available to improve the
efficacy and efficiency of production
applications to fields.
While turn compensation might
not often be well understood, we
hope this demonstration makes it
clearer.
made the robot’s tip bend side to side
as it grew.
Even without sophisticated sensors
or controls, the robotic root was still
able to make its way past obstacles and
find a path through the pegs. But when
the side-to-side bending stopped, the
robot quickly got stuck against a peg.
Finally, the team grew normal and
mutant rice seeds in a dirt mix used
for baseball fields, to test them out on
obstacles a root would actually encounter in soil. Sure enough, while the
mutants had trouble getting a toehold,
the normal roots with spiral-growing
tips were able to bore through.
A root tip’s corkscrew growth is
coordinated by the plant hormone auxin, a growth substance the researchers
think may move around the tip of a
growing root in a wave-like pattern.
Auxin buildup on one side of the root
causes those cells to elongate less than
those on the other side, and the root tip
bends in that direction.
Plants that carry the HK1 mutation
can’t dance because of a defect in how
auxin is carried from cell to cell, the
researchers found. Block this hormone
and roots lose their ability to twirl.
The work helps scientists understand how roots grow in hard, compacted soil.
NASA, and Goddard produces the
SMAP 9-km rootzone and 1-km surface soil moisture products. Hosted
and maintained by the CSISS, the
online tool is operated by NASS’s Research and Development Division.
“We are very happy with the research collaboration between NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA
JPL, and GMU, and the project coordination of USDA’s Agricultural
Research Service, and thank them for
their support in bringing cutting-edge
technology into USDA operations,”
said Yang.
This collaboration is part of a larger, recently-signed agreement between
USDA and NASA to jointly strengthen agricultural and Earth science
research.
“Having the SMAP soil moisture
data going directly to the users at
NASS realizes one of the key goals of
the mission,” said Simon Yueh, SMAP
project scientist at JPL. “A strong collaboration between NASA and USDA
has made this possible.”
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Syngenta announces EPA registration of corn herbicide
GREENSBORO, N.C. — Syngenta announced on March 4 that its new
corn herbicide, Acuron GT, has been
registered by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency for post-emergence
use in glyphosate-tolerant corn and
will be available for use this season,
subject to state approvals.
Acuron GT combines the performance of Halex GT corn herbicide
with the active ingredient bicyclopyrone, which helps Acuron GT provide
enhanced post-emergence control of
yield-robbing weeds and longer-lasting residual in glyphosate-tolerant
corn.
“Acuron GT has performed excep-

Reminders ...
Continued from Page 10

conditions.
Make the right choice because
high tunnels have 20 percent less
light than outdoors.
As much as possible, avoid varieties with a vigorous growth habit
and instead go for plants that have
“tidy-growth habit which is more
regular,” smaller leaves and fewer
suckers.

tionally well in field trials, averaging
greater than 90-percent, post-emergence control on all weed categories
— large-seeded broadleaves and
small-seeded broadleaves1,” said Ryan
Lins, Syngenta R&D scientist in Minnesota. “In particular, its higher-level
control of large-seeded broadleaves
such as giant ragweed, morning glory
and cocklebur, and pigweed species
like Palmer amaranth and waterhemp,
really sets Acuron GT apart from all
other post-emergence-plus-residual
herbicides.”
The powerful combination of four
active ingredients and three sites of action in Acuron GT also helps growers

manage difficult weeds longer into the
season, which helps fully protect yield
potential and minimize the weed seed
bank for next year’s crop.
“Compared to Halex GT, field
trials show Acuron GT provided an
8-percent increase in residual control
of annual grass and small-seeded
broadleaf weeds and a 14-percent
increase in residual control of Palmer
amaranth when evaluated 42 to 56
days after treatment,” says Scott Cully,
Syngenta R&D scientist in Illinois.
“The fact that Acuron GT may help
growers achieve almost 90-percent
control of weeds six to eight weeks
after post-emergence application is a

true testament to the residual power
of BIR, the additional unique active
ingredient in Acuron GT compared
to Halex GT.”
Acuron GT delivers enhanced
post-emergence control of yield-robbing weeds and longer-lasting residual
that enable it to deliver more bushels
per acre than any other post-emergence-plus-residual corn herbicide,
including Halex GT. Across 16 headto-head replicated trials in glyphosate-tolerant corn, Acuron GT outyielded other post-emergence-plus-re-

High tunnels help keep rain off
the foliage, eliminating a number of
fungal and bacterial diseases.
Aphids, Spider mites, leaf mold,
grey leaf spot and powdery mildew
remain a challenge on sheltered tomato plants because of the high humidity and conducive temperatures.
Verticillum, Nematodes, Fusarium,
and Corky Root Rot are soil borne
diseases which can be avoided by not
growing on the same spot year after
year.
Problems associated with monoculture can be avoided by switching
from growing in the soil to using

media bags.
Other Considerations
For sturdy tomato plants, prepare
a bed which is deep and well- draining. Spacing depends on varieties
and trellising method.
Thirty-inch raised inch raised
beds can accommodate plants spaced
18 inches apart on Florida weave
trellising- and double row spacing of
24 in staggered plants.
Always monitor plants in high
tunnels. Close the high tunnels in the
afternoon to capture peak heat.
Consider using row covers to
further protect plants from cold

damage.
Once nighttime lows are forecasted to be 50 degrees F or higher,
leave the high tunnel open or vented
to avoid unnecessary leaf moisture.
Tomatoes have the best nutrient
uptake when the soil pH is 6.2 to 6.5.
Avoid episodes of fruit cracking
by managing irrigation well during
fruit development.
Slower release fertilizers such as
greensand as a potassium source and
aragonite as a calcium source applied
at plow down have demonstrated
high potential to further reduce Blossom End Rot and Yellow shoulder.

See HERBICIDE
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THE SOIL WETTABILITY INDEX
(SWI)
OPTIMIZE GROWING CONDITIONS BY KNOWING THE VERY WAY WATER
CONTACTS YOUR ROOT ZONE!

THE SOIL MOISTURE RELEASE
CURVE
(SMRC)
DISCOVER HOW WATER IS RETAINED WITHIN YOUR SOIL MATRIX
—BOTH INITIALLY AND AS IT DRIES—
IN HIGH RESOLUTION!

ORDER YOUR SOIL TESTS AT
BIALLYFORMULATORS.COM

bially

Economics ...
Continued from Page 7

their soil health management system
increased crop resilience to extreme
weather,” said Dr. John Shanahan,
project manager for the study.
“There has been growing aware-

Checklist ...
Continued from Page 4

for spring.
You should also update any tablet
or iPad apps to the latest version, and
make sure those devices have an active
cellular plan.
If you have hydraulic or electric
drives on your planter that use a radar
speed input source, check that the radar is calibrated correctly and reading
accurately.
Some tractors no longer come with
a radar, so you may need additional
harnessing to feed the GPS speed to
the planter instead of the radar speed.
Make sure your
planter stays in line
Check for any excessive sway in the
tractor’s drawbar or three-point arms
as metal wear can develop over time.
Check for side-to-side movement in
the drawbar.
If there is excessive play you may
consider making a set of bushings
to go over the swing pins next to the
drawbar to keep it centered and free
of movement.
If your planter attaches with a twopoint or three-point connection, make
sure the tractor 3-point arms are snug
to the frame, but still able to move up
and down.
When adjusting the sway blocks,
adjust each side equally so the quick
hitch remains centered left to right.
In some cases, you may need to
purchase additional shims for the sway
blocks to get them properly adjusted.
The three-point arms should be
snug but still able to move freely, additional shims may need to be added to
get the sway blocks properly adjusted.
Check your tire pressure
Changes in tire technology over the
last 10 years have allowed growers to
operate at lower tire pressures in the
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ness and interest among farmers in
soil health. Increasingly, they are
looking for a more robust picture of
the long-term benefits soil health
management systems can provide,”
said Ryan Sirolli, Global Row Crop
Sustainability Director at Cargill.
“We’re encouraged by the work the
Soil Health Institute has done to provide additional quantitative evidence
to demonstrate the economic benefits

of adopting soil health management
systems.
“These results further our confidence that agriculture is how farmers
can become more resilient and profitable while making a positive impact
on the environment.”
“To get information into the hands
of farmers that is most relevant to
them, we are presenting results for
each individual state using webinars

and fact sheets,” said Dr. Honeycutt.
“The webinars will cover the highlights and give farmers an opportunity
to ask questions, while the fact sheets
will provide a bit more detail for their
particular state.
“We are inviting as many statebased, ag-related organizations as we
can find and asking them to please
forward the invitation to all farmers
on their mailing list.”

field to reduce soil compaction.
Before heading to the field, check
the manufacturer specifications for
your specific tires to get the correct
tire pressure for the weight of your
planter and the speeds you plan to
travel with it.
Remember to regularly check tire
pressure in the field, as it is harder
to notice a low tire when running at
lower pressures.
Inspect planter’s frame components
for damage or signs of wear
• Hydraulic Lines. Check for wear,
cracking or rubbing, paying special
attention to high flex points like fold
joints and wing pivots where lines may
get pinched or stretched.
• Vacuum System. Remove the
vacuum cover and check for small
missing pieces or cracking in the impeller vanes, as this can cause issues
in creating enough vacuum pressure
at the meters. Remember to remove
all frame plugs before heading to the
field.
• Liquid Fertilizer System (if
equipped).  Inspect strainers for damage and clean out any debris. Look for
kinked hoses that need to be replaced.
Complete a flow check and bucket
catch calibration with the product you
intend to apply, to ensure it is hitting
your target rates and being evenly
applied across all the rows.
• Bulk Fill System (if equipped). If
your planter has a bulk fill system,
inspect seals and gaskets around the
tanks and hoses.
Air leaks can cause issues with
seed delivery to the row units, including inconsistent populations and
plugged delivery lines.
Air leakage can also cause the main
blower fan to work harder than necessary, which leads to higher power
consumption.
Examine the row unit components
for wear and accuracy
• Row Unit Spacing. If you have
a new planter or a “new to you” used

planter, use a measuring tape to ensure
all row units are spaced correctly. A
small offset can lead to big problems
during later field operations and at
harvest, especially on larger width
planters.
• Double Disk Openers. Check that
the double disk openers are still sharp
and within the diameter tolerance
specified by the manufacturer. Adjust
the contact point of the disk openers
using the business card check—most
commonly this should be 1.75 to 2
inches.
• Gauge Wheels. Adjust the contact
between the gauge wheels and the
disk openers so the gauge wheels are
contacting the disks, but can still be
turned by hand with slight pressure.
• Meters and Seed Plates. Inspect
the vacuum seals and brushes on the
meters. Double check that the correct
seed disks, knockouts and double
eliminators are installed for the crop
you will be planting.
• Finger Pickups. On finger pickup
planters, inspect the meters to ensure

that the fingers spin freely and that all
fingers open and close properly.
• Seed Placement System. Clean
seed tube sensors and check the condition of the seed drop tube. If you are
using a high-speed planter, check the
condition of seed belts or brushes and
any wear parts within the cartridge.
• Row Cleaners. Check bearings
and linkages for signs of wear. On
pneumatic row cleaner systems check
for leaks in the airbags and airlines.
• Down Force. Check for leaks in
air lines or hydraulic hoses, as well
as airbags and cylinders. Be sure all
gauge wheel load sensors are working
and reading properly. Check these in
the diagnostics on the display.
• Closing System. Inspect the
bearings in the wheels. Check the
alignment of the closing wheels by
setting the planter down on concrete
and pulling it forward 4 or 5 feet.
Make sure the closing system
See CHECKLIST
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THINK LIKE A

GROWER

Get the picture?
Send ag-related photos to The
Delmarva Farmer Photo Contest,
Attn: ‘PHOTO CONTEST,’ P.O. Box
2026 Easton, MD 21601, or e-mail
them to editorial@americanfarm.
com. (in a .JPG or .EPS format) with
“PHOTO CONTEST” in the subject
line. Identify people and animals in
photos, and include photographer’s
name and where photos were taken.
A winner will be chosen at the end of
the year and recieve a check for $100
in the child’s name of his/her choice.

We are here with you through every
stage of the growing season.
When you’re ready, give us a call.

888.339.3334 | mafc.com |
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Quality Used Equipment

2016 NEW HOLLAND T4/75, 650
HOURS, MECHANICAL FRONT
WHEEL DRIVE, WHEEL WEIGHTS,
LIKE NEW CONDITION, LOADED W/
OPTIONS

CASE IH SPX 4260 4405 HRS 90
FOOT BOOM 1200 GALLON TANK
VERY WELL MAINTAINED!!!!

Financing available through
Farm Credit Express

JOHN DEERE 7280R (2013) 2100 HRS
580/80R-38FRT, 480/80R-50REAR 5
REMOTES, POWER BEYOND WITH
CASE DRAIN, LEATHER SEAT, 22
FRONT WTS, REAR WHEEL WEIGHTS
2630 DISPLAY AND 3000 RECEIVER

NEW HOLLAND 648 SILAGE SPECIAL
SURFACE WRAP APPLICATOR NICE
CONDITION

BLU JET AT 3000 12 ROW, NITROGEN
APPLICATOR WITH GROUND DRIVE
AND RED BALL DELIVERY

JOHN DEERE 8570, 4720 HOURS 3
REMOTE OUTLETS, 24 SPEED POWER SYNC TRANS.. GREAT CAB AND
ORIGINAL PAINT ONE OF A KIND!!!!!

Checklist ...
Continued from Page 13

wheels are centered over the line that
is created on the concrete by the double disk openers.
Make sure your
planter is running level
Once in the field, set the planter
in the ground and pull it forward for
a short distance to be sure the row
units are fully engaged in the ground.
Measure the distance from the bottom
of the 7-by-7 frame tube to ground.
This should be 20 to 21 inches on
most common planters.
Typically, this should be set correctly, but if you have installed different tires, adjusted tire pressures or
installed tracks, then an adjustment
may be needed to the frame lift wheel
linkages. Next, adjust the levelness of
your planter. If the planter is pitched
too far forward or backward it can limit the range of motion on the parallel
arms or cause problems with the row
cleaners and closing systems.
With the planter still in the ground,
measure the distance from the bottom
of the tongue to the ground. Do this at
both the rear and front of the tongue.
These measurements should be
close to the same. If needed an adjustment at the tractor connection point
can be made.
On two-point mount planters this
simply requires raising or lowering the
three-point, on drawbar type planters
unbolt the hitch tang and move it up or
down using the extra holes provided.

Herbicide ...
NEW HOLLAND 575 BALER WELL
TAKEN CARE OF. SIDE DROP CHUTE
AND APPLICATOR!

SUNFLOWER 4213
MULCH TILLER

2006 CASE 621D RUBBER TIRE LOADER, 3006HRS.,AIR RIDE SEAT,SINGLE
LEVER JOYSTICK W/FNR THUMB
SWITCH,ADS QUICK ATTACH W/3YD.,BUCKET & PALLET FORKS, LIMITED F
& R AXLES, NEW PAINT-TIRES-BRAKES

KINZE 3700 (2005) S/N 750660 24
ROW PLANTER 30” ROWS ROW
CLEANERS AVAILABLE INSECTICIDE BOXES KRM MONITOR
HOPPER EXTENSIONS

Continued from Page 12
JOHN DEERE 3020 POWER SHIFT
2 REMOTES LIKE NEW TIRES
VERY GOOD SHAPE.

KINZE 3200 12 ROW FRONT FOLD
MARTIN ROW CLEANERS LIQUID
FERTILIZER W/PISTON PUMP 1.6
BUSHEL HOPPERS W/EXTENSIONS
KPMII MONITOR FIELD READY
For more information call MIKE
KERN or to see a list of our
inventory, visit our website.

SOLD

Legacy Equipment
Consulting LLC
Chestertown, MD

2015 LANCO LS4880 LITTER
SPREADER HYD DRIVE... 21 5LX16.1
TANDEM AXLE... MANUAL CONTROL, EXCELLENT CONDITION!!!!

NEW HOLLAND 1069 STACK
WAGON, REMAN 360 GAS ENGINE
GOOD TIRES NICE CAB 4445 HRS
MUST SEE!!!!!

(443) 206-1236
Visit our show room for a full listing
LegacyEquipmentSales.net

sidual herbicides.
“It’s simple. Weeds steal sunlight,
moisture and nutrients from the growing corn crop, so the better you can
control those weeds, the less yield-robbing weed competition you’ll have,”
says Mark Kitt, corn herbicide technical product lead at Syngenta. “We’re
excited Acuron GT will raise the bar
for post-emergence-plus-residual
weed control in glyphosate-tolerant
corn, resulting in higher potential yield
and increased revenue for growers.”
Syngenta recommends using Acuron GT early post-emergence, before
weeds reach 4 inches in height, in
a planned two-pass program following preemergence applications
of Lumax EZ, Lexar EZ, Bicep II Magnum, Bicep Lite II Magnum or Dual II
Magnum herbicides.
“When growers start with agronomics and a profitability goal in
mind, they can better assess what
practices and products will get them
there,” Kitt said. “Using a residual
preemergence herbicide is critical in
a program with Acuron GT to deliver
sound weed resistance management
strategies, and to help protect yield and
profit potential. Instead of committing
to a season-long ‘deal’ that may limit
choices, we are confident the math will
show that better yield with Acuron GT
is the better deal for growers.”

Effect ...
Continued from Page 2

boost productivity. In them she’s growing figs, spinach, snow peas, lettuce,
kale and chard, among other crops.
“It’s a big expense, but it pays off
quickly,” she said.
She hired additional staff to help
manage the growth. They’re putting up
another high tunnel. Getting the equipment, she said, wasn’t friction-free
either.
Factory shutdowns from the pandemic, coupled with rising interest in
high tunnels, made it difficult to get
the supplies.
The tunnels, which boosted productivity by about 30 percent, pair well
with her hydroponic greenhouse.
“It’s astonishing the difference,”
Linton said. “The hydroponic house,
it’s like a 50-percent increase in productivity.”
Clagett Farm in Upper Marlboro,
Md., found it more difficult to buy
seeds this year, presumably due to
higher demand, including farm expansions, said Carrie Vaughn, vegetable
production manager. Clagett experienced the same increase in demand as
other farms. It’s already sold 75 percent
of its CSA shares for this season and
expects to sell out by the time they
start harvesting vegetables in mid-May,
she said.
The vast majority of the operation

remains as it did last year, but Clagett
planted more salad greens, squash,
peppers, tomatoes and cucumbers
this year. The 260-acre farm, owned
and operated by the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation, grows vegetables on about
20 of those, and volunteers are essential. Between 700 and 1,000 people
volunteer on the farm — for most it’s a
one-time thing — and COVID choked
off the supply of those people. As more
are vaccinated and feel comfortable
working together, that could change.
Vaughn said she’s just glad the worst of
the pandemic seems to be over.
“I don’t want to do that again. It was
stressful,” she said. “It was hard on everybody, and the sort of forced distance
between us, we (the employees) didn’t
have the casual lunches that we usually
do. It was just reduced communication
among the staff. I think anytime you’re
not communicating as well just makes
it harder.”
Anne Geyer’s operation, Agriberry Farm and CSA, raises fruit and
berries, all perennials. It makes quick
expansion difficult. Nonetheless, the
Hanover, Va., farm’s CSA more than
doubled over the last year to more than
400 members. So, this year, Agriberry
plans to sell less to wholesale customers while relying on partner farms in
the region. CSA members are more
profitable customers anyway, she said.
The pandemic “was a wonderful
challenge-tunity,” she said, chuckling.
But instead of pouring that windfall
into expansion, Agriberry is holding
onto its cash as it waits for a nation-

101 Clukey Drive
Harrington DE 19952
Phone: 302-566-6094
www.agrolab.us
Email: admin@agrolab.us
“Like” us on Facebook
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Soil Fertility
Soil Nitrate, Ammonium & PSNT
Soil Texture and Size Fractions

Plant Fertility

Complete Nutrient Evaluation

Feed

Nutrients & Digestibility by NIR
Non-GMO grain screening
Grain Mycotoxins

Manure and Slurry

Total Nutrients and Available Nutrients
Water Soluble Phosphorus

Compost

Nutrients, Maturity, Carbon & more
US Compost Council STA Certified

Fertilizer

Liquid, Solid, Lime & Salts

Water Food Safety Testing

E.coli for FSMA & GAP certification

Water Irrigation/Poultry/Livestock
Suitability & Nutrients

Pathogens

Salmonella, Listeria & E.coli O157H7
Total & Fecal Coliform

Environmental

EPA Heavy Metals & Mercury Analysis
Confirmed Quality, Fast Turnaround & Fair Pricing

Spring is the Perfect
Time to Go Solar
with Sunrise Solar

This Farm is
Powered by the Sun

Getting an energy efficient
solar installation from
Sunrise Solar will save
you money, support the
local economy, and reduce
your environmental impact.
Whether it’s for your home,
business, or farm, there’s
always a good reason to go
solar.
Serving MD, DE & NJ
Licensed & Insured

Give us a call or visit us on
the web.

866-398-9011 toll free

www.SunriseSolarMD.com
6408 Church Hill Rd. | Chestertown, MD 21620
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www.desoybeans.org

Celebrate National Agriculture Day on March 18
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